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Dr Ng Nam 

 
I have worked for over 30 years at the University of Hong Kong after I completed my 
Ph.D. in Computer Science at the University of Alberta in Canada in 1973.  I started my 
career as a Lecturer in Computer Science and was appointed Director of Computer 
Centre in 1990.   
 
Throughout these years, I have enabled the University’s staff and student community to 
have a continuously advancing IT environment for supporting their work and studies.  
The latest notable developments at the University of Hong Kong included the 
introduction of advanced IT infrastructure in the campus, promotion of web-based 
teaching and learning, adoption of PKI technology for electronic service delivery, and 
deploying scalable parallel high-performance computing.   

 
For more than a decade since 1990, I have also assumed the Directorship of the Joint 
Universities Computer Centre (JUCC), which is a cooperative consortium for fostering 
collaboration among the IT centres of the tertiary institutions in Hong Kong.  Together 
with my JUCC colleagues, I have pioneered important IT developments that have kept 
Hong Kong in the technology forefront in a number of areas.  The most significant was 
the early introduction of email communications and advancements to Hong Kong at the 
different stages of global networking, including the formation of the local HARNET 
(the Hong Kong Academic and Research Network) in 1986 and the establishment of 
international links to BITNET, Internet and more recently the Internet2.  Together with 
JUCC, I have played a significant role in Hong Kong's Internet development in 
introducing reliable domain-name registration and resolution services under the .hk 
top-level domain.   
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Vision  -  I would like to continue to contribute my effort to the HKIRC to grow it into a 
mature organization, and to help develop the .hk domain-name into one that the Hong 
Kong people will be proud to own. 
 
Expected contribution – I will give a balanced view on the development of the .hk 
domain, so that the Internet users in Hong Kong will benefit from a reliable .hk 
domain-name registration and resolution service, and a registration scheme which will 
give our Internet users a sense of good security protection.   
 
Previous Experience and Exposure – I was responsible for the pioneer introduction 
of .hk to Hong Kong Internet users, which can be recognized from the fact that the .hk 
domain is still registered under my name.  As such, I am one of those who have the 
longest exposure to the Internet domain name industry in Hong Kong.  I have managed 
the .hk domain name registrations since its introduction to Hong Kong and has 
witnessed the transition of its management from a university-based into a user-based 
organization.  I am sure my previous experience will help the development of .hk 
domain-name in Hong Kong into a strong and reliable domain-name registration 
service.  During the time when the .hk registration was under JUCC management, I was 
the person responsible for the overall management of its registration services.  I was a 
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member of the Interim board in the course of migrating the management from JUCC to 
HKIRC.  After the .hk registration was migrated into HKIRC, I was member of the 
Board in 2003-2004 representing the tertiary-class, and served as the chairman of the 
technical committee, member of the management committee and member of the dispute 
resolution committee. 
 
  


